The General Education/Assessment Committee of the Faculty Organization has met, discussed and voted on the Ivy Tech Transfer Certificate Articulation. They have unanimously approved endorsement of the certificate with the following stipulations:

“The IU Northwest Assessment/General Education committee recommends that the IU ITCC General Education Articulation agreement be endorsed with the following four stipulations:

A) We suggest that the credits in the ITCC Transfer General Education Core would need to be credits that were taken at ITCC and not transferred to them from another college. This is a very important point especially for our programs that are certified or accredited in the discipline.

B) We suggest that ITCC ENG 111 be accepted as IU W130 and ITCC ENG 112 as IU W131 to ensure that ITCC students are coming in to IU with writing skills that most appropriately prepare them for baccalaureate-level work.

C) The advanced level general education requirements (taken at 200-level or above in major whenever possible) cannot be included in 30-34 credits in the articulation agreement.

D) Specific distribution requirements or program requirements outside the major (which can also count towards General Education) cannot be included in 30-34 credits in the articulation agreement.”